
We have been friends since age 6, the very first day of primary school, and remained close 

friends up until this very day. We believe that this long-standing friendship and will serve as vital 

foundation to our cooperative work as prospective Events’ Officers of CUHS. 

 During our secondary school years both of us worked as student council representatives, 

where we had the chance to get an insight to the inner workings and dynamics of a student 

association and gain experience about how to run such an organisation effectively. David has been a 

freshers’ representative for the last two terms here in Cambridge, therefore he has direct pragmatic 

experience and skills relevant to the day to day work of CUHS and the practicalities of the entirety of 

the student body.  

 Our most major directive as Events’ Officers is to bring more creativity and efficiency into 

the organisation and the execution of all CUHS events. A focal point of our plan is to reach out to 

more people, primarily via extensive social media coverage to increase the turnout of specific 

events. As these programs serve as the basis of our society, their quality and quantity are the most 

major representations of the CUHS. Accordingly, in order to allow us to organise a larger number, 

and more importantly, higher quality events, via the help of the prospective treasurer, a search for 

new sponsors of the society will be initiated.  

 The most notable events include: The Freshers’ Camp, The Initiation Party, The Christmas 

Party, The Annual Dinner and The Garden Party. Owing to the thorough work of the departing 

officers, a significant amount of data and useful experience is available, on which we seek to build 

our effort. We believe that the paramount event of the year is The Freshers’ Camp, where freshers 

are first exposed to university life and acquire their first encounter with the society. Therefore, it is 

vital to provide a fulfilling experience. If freshers witness a well-functioning, lively yet effective 

society, they are encouraged to participate in future events. For instance, involving more current 

students, providing an appealing stash, coordinating the time of the event with Milestone leavers’ 

camp, and more extensive advertisement of the event can prove to be a useful tool in further 

improving The Freshers’ Camp. Besides the development of already established events, the gradual 

introduction of further events is an objective or ours. For instance, as the society had access to CUSU 

facilities during this year, we could make more use of them, ranging from student talks to classical 

club nights. 

 Another key feature of our plan is to increase cooperation and coordination with other, 

primarily Eastern-European societies. Many of us have been to one of the Polish vodka parties, or 

the recent Eastern European party. These evets are not just hugely enjoyable, but due to their 

peculiar atmosphere they attract a multitude of people. Accordingly, we welcome and promote a 

closer cooperation, via planning to launch more events joint events with other Eastern-European 

societies. Collaboration with other societies is not limited to the boundaries of Cambridge. We seek 

to establish a stronger link with Oxford Hungarian Society, as joint events, as swaps, talks or even 

competitive sporting events.  

 Future Hungary is proven to be the single biggest career event of the year aimed at 

Hungarians. Despite the fact that most of the members attend career events throughout the year, 

Future Hungary is the centrepiece of such events. Via coordination with Future Hungary, inviting 

more firms during term-time would not only provide more opportunities for our members but could 

also be utilised to draw in sponsorship for CUSU, as mentioned above. 
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